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1. INTRODUCTION
The advantages of having coefficients available in a cohomology theory
are, of course, clear; the power of discrimination of the theory is increased
and operations become available to further enrich the structure of the
theory. DOLD described in [5] how to put coefficients into a homology
theory and ARAKI-ToDA and MAUXDElt [1, 9] described how to endow
a cohomology theory with coefficients 3m. In recent work by DJ<~LEANU
and the author [3, 4] a cohomology theory endowed with coefficients ,8poo
has arisen naturally, and thus it has seemed sensible to consider the
general question of putting an arbitrary abelian group G into a general
cohomology theory h.
Dualizing the technique of Dold, the obvious procedure is to construct
a space LG, which is to be I-connected and such that, in ordinary reduced
cohomology with integer coefficients,
(1.1) Il4(LG) = G, Hi(LU) = 0, i ~ 4.
There are two difficulties: first, unless G is finitely-generated there is
no reason to suppose that LG exists, and, second, even if G is finitely-
generated, the space LG does not depend functorially on G in the presence
of 2-torsion. This second difficulty can be traced to the fact that Jr4(S3) = 32 ;
thus, one finds that there are two distinct homotopy classes of maps
L,fh --+ L,82 inducing the identity automorphism of ,82.
In this paper we show how to overcome the first difficulty while learning
to live with the second. Thus we introduce a finitely-generated coefficient
group G in section 3 by defining, for a OW-complex X,
(1.2)
This yields a cohomology theory which depends functorially on G in the
category of 2-torsion-free finitely-generated abelian groups and which is,
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in a sense, quasi-functorial even in the presence of 2-torsion. We prove
a universal coefficient theorem (natural, of course, in X)
(1.3) 0 ~ hn(X) 0 G -)- hn(X; G) ~ Tor(hn+l(X), G) -+ 0
which is natural in G in the absence of 2-torsion and is quasi-natural even
in the presence of 2-torsion, in the sense that there is, for any rp: G~ Gf ,
a homomorphism rp: hn(X; G)~ hn(X; Gf ) which is a natural transfor-
mation of cohomology theories and yields a commutative diagram
!
i 1 @ rp(1.4)
:1rp 1Tor (1, rp)
o~ hn(X) 0 G' ~ hn(X; Gf)~ Tor(hn+l(X), Gf) ~ 0
In section 4 we extend the definition of h( ; G) to the category of all
2-torsion-fl'ee abelian groups. The technique is to represent such a group
G as a direct limit of 2-torsion-free finitely-generated abelian groups,
G = lim G", apply L, and set
--->-
" h(X; G) = lim h(X 1\ LG,,) ~ lim h(X; G,,).
-).
a
--->-
"
This certainly yields a cohomology theory, but it is far from immediate
that we achieve functoriality in G by this procedure; it is not even obvious
that h(X; G), so defined, is independent of the choice of direct system
{G,,}. The method of proving that we do indeed have functoriality in G
is based on the results of [8], in which we studied the category of fractions
[6] with respect to the direct limit functor. A crucial role in applying
the results of [8] is played by the universal coefficient theorem, which
passes, of course, to the direct limit without difficulty. We remark that
the universal coefficient theorem immediately yields h(X; 0) ~ h(X) @O,
a desideratum of any definition of h( ; 0).
In section 5 we take up again the question of groups with 2-torsion.
The groundwork for the results of this section was laid in section 2 where
we analysed the indeterminacy subgroup of the group [.£02 , LGd of homo-
topy classes of maps LG2 -)- LGI, that is, the kernel of
where a is the induced homomorphism of H4. By means of this analysis
we are able to introduce arbitrary countable abelian groups as coefficients,
in such a way that h( ; G) depends quasi-functorially on G, but we are
not able to pass to the non-countable case as we know no means of
realizing a direct system of finitely-generated abelian groups by an inverse
system of L-spaces; our technique works for sequences but does not
extend in any obvious way to arbitrary directed sets.
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In the final section we make some observations about our procedures
when applied to ordinary (reduced) cellular cohomology with integer
coefficients. It turns out, first, that h( ; G) then does depend functorially
on G, even in the presence of 2-torsion, and, second, that h(X; G) then
coincides with the usual definition of H'(X; G) if either X is compact
or G finitely-generated, but not in general.
We remark that the results of sections 4 and 5 have their evident
analogues for homotopy groups with coefficients. We have not thought it
necessary to describe these analogous results explicitly.
It is a pleasure to acknowledge the benefit of helpful conversations
with A. Deleanu and P. Olum in connection with specific parts of this
study. We also wish to acknowledge the insight into our procedures in
section 4 furnished by Fritz Ulmer, who showed the author how to develop
many of the properties of h(X; G) starting from the observation that it
is the Kan extension of the functor G" --3> h(X; G,,) of section 3 for finitely-
generated 2-torsion-free abelian groups G" (see the final section of [8]).
2. AN EXACT SEQUENCE
Let G be a finitely-generated abelian group, and let LG be a compact
2-connected OW-complex such that, in ordinary (reduced) cohomology
with integer coefficients
(2.1) H4(LG)=G, Hi(LG) = 0, i~4.
Let [X, Y] denote the set of (based) homotopy classes of maps X --3> Y.
Since LG is a double suspension, [LG, Y] is an abelian group. Moreover,
it is easy to see (and classical) that the homotopy type of LG is uniquely
determined by G so that the abelian group [LG, Y] is determined by G
and the homotopy type of Y up to isomorphism. Moreover there is a
universal coefficient theorem
(2.2) °--3> n4( Y) Q9 G~ lLG, Y] .r ... Tor (na( Y), G) --3> 0.
The proof of (2.2) follows very closely the lines of the proof of the
universal coefficient theorem in cohomology in the next section, and will
be omitted here.
Now let G=G2, Y =LGI . Moreover, let T l be the torsion subgroup of Gl ,
so that there is a split short exact sequence
(2.3)
Then n3( y) = H 3( Y) ~ T~, the dual of T 1 (that is, T~ = Ext (Tl, .8) =
= Hom (Tl,(h)), nl-~n/3; of course, T~ ~ T l . Also H4(Y)=F~, the dual
of F l (that is, F~ = Hom (FI, 3)); of course, F~ ro.J Fl. Finally, there is
a split short exact sequence
°--3> T 4( Y) .: ... J/:4(1') !!- H 4( Y) --3> 0,
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where F4(Y) is the F-group of J. H. C. WHITEHEAD [11] and has been
computed (e.g. in [7]) as
(2.4)
We obtain, summing up, a commutative diagram
o-+ n4( Y) ® G2..'; [LG2, LG1] .s; Tor (T~, G2) -+ 0
(2.5)
where 'I: is the natural isomorphism, (J is the induced homomorphism of
H4, and e is the composite of f3 ® 1 with the natural isomorphism of
F~ ® G2 with Hom (F1, G2) . From (2.5) we deduce 1)
Theorem 2.6 There is a short exact sequence
(2.7) 0 -+ T~ ® G2 ® 32 -+ [LG2, LG1] ~ Hom (G1, G2) -+ o.
Moreover, this sequence is natural in the following sense:
(i) Let f: LG1 -+ LGo induce (): Go -+ G1 ; then () induces
()*: Hom (G1, G2) -+ Hom (Go, G2), ()*: T~ -+ T:,
and the diagram
o-+ T~ ® G2 ® 32 -+ [LG2, LG1]~ Hom (G1 , G2) -+ 0
(2.8) 1()* ® 1 ® 1 1f* 1()*
o-+ T~ ® G2 ® 32 -+ [LG2, LGo]~ Hom (Go, G2) -+ 0
commutes.
(ii) Let f: LG3 -+ LG2 induce (): G2 -+ G3 ; then () induces
()*: Hom (G1, G2) -+ Hom (G1, G3 ) ,
and the diagram
o-+ T~ ® G2 ® 32 -+ [LG2, LGd -~ Hom (G1, G2) -+ 0
(2.9) 11 ® () ® 1 1r 1()*
o-+ T~ ® G3 ® 32 -+ [LG3 , LG1]~ Hom (G1, G3 ) -+ 0
commutes.
1) Theorem 2.6 has also been proved by P. Olum (unpublished), using the
theory of obstruction sets developed by him.
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It is only necessary to remark (a) that every class LG3 -+ LG2 is a
suspension, so that r in (ii) is a homomorphism, and (b) the naturality
follows from the naturality of (2.2) in LG and Y.
In section 5 we will make detailed use of the sequence (2.7). Our principal
purpose at this stage is to draw the following very obvious consequence.
Corollary 2.10 L is a full and faithful contravariant functor from
the category of 2-torsion-free finitely-generated abelian groups to the category
of compact OW-complexes and homotopy classes of maps.
In general we describe the kernel of a as the indeterminacy subgroup
of [LG2, LG1]. As an example where it plays an important role, consider
G1=.32' so that LG1=83 U 2e4, G2=.3, so that LG2=84. Then [LG2,
LG1] =.32 because :Tl4(83 ) =.32, but Hom (G1, G2) = o.
3. FINITELY-GENERATED GROUPS AS COEFFICIENTS
Let h be a fixed (reduced) cohomology theory defined on the category
of OW-complexes 1) and let L be a compact OW-complex. We may then
define a new cohomology theory hc,« by the rule
(3.1 )
where X 1\ Y is the smashed product of X and Y. That hL,m is a cohomo-
logy theory follows from the observations
(i) if:E is the suspension then :EX 1\ L '"'-' :E(X 1\L), so we certainly
get invariance under suspension:
(ii) if 0 is the cofibre of f: A -+ B, then 01\ L is the cofibre of f 1\ L:
A 1\L -+ B 1\ L, so we certainly get the exactness axiom satisfied.
Now let g: N -+ M be a map of compact OW-complexes. Then it is
plain that g induces a natural transformation of cohomology theories
(3.2)
Moreover, an argument very similar to (ii) above shows that:
Theorem 3.3 Let L be the cofibre of g,
u iN --->- M --->- L,
then, for any X, we have an exact sequence
... -+ h~.m(X)~ h~.m(X)~ h~.m(X)~ h~:,;(X) -+ '"
1) We may replace the category of OW-complexes by any category closed under
the smashed product with LG.
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Now let G be a finitely-generated abelian group and define LG as in
section 2. We define h( ; G), the cohomology theory h with coefficient group
G by h( ; G) = hLG,4, that is,
(3.4)
We remark immediately that (in the presence of 2-torsion) different
choices of LG may lead to different theories; however, all these theories
will produce isomorphic groups hn(X; G) and equivalent homomorphisms
hn(f; G). On the other hand, Corollary 2.10 tells us:
Theorem 3.5 Let Fh(G) = h( ; G). Then F h is a functor from the
category of 2-torsion-free finitely-generated abelian groups to the category of
cohomology theories and natural transformations. (We may write cp# for
Fh(cp).)
We remark that, in any case, a map f: LG2 -?>- LGI induces a natural
transformation f#: h( ; GI ) -?>- h( ; G2) . If GI , G2 are 2-torsion-free and f
induces cp: GI -?>- G2, then f# is just cp#.
Now let
(3.6) o-?>- G' s: G~ G" -?>- 0
be a short exact sequence of finitely-generated abelian groups. Realize
tp" by a map 1": LG" -?>- LG; then an easy argument in ordinary cohomo-
logy shows that the cofibre of I" is LG', so that (3.6) may be realized by
the cofibre sequence
(3.7) LG" r: LG~~ LG'.
Applying Theorem 3.3 yields
Theorem 3.8 Given (3.6) and any X, we have an exact sequence
" ,"
... -?>- hn(X; G')~ hn(X; G)~ hn(X; G") -?>- hn+1(X; G') -?>- ...
which is functorial in (3.6) wherever the coefficient groups are free of 2-
torsion. (We then write cp~, CP# for f~, f#.)
Let us now take in particular a free abelian presentation of G
(3.9) 0 -?>- R~ F .s; G -+ 0
with F finitely-generated. It follows from Theorem 2.6 that there is a
unique homotopy class of maps f: LG -+ LF inducing u ; moreover LF
is canonically equivalent to a bunch of 4-spheres and so is LR, the cofibre
of f. It is, indeed, plain that, F being free abelian, X 1\ LF is a bunch
of spaces I:4X, equal in number to the rank of F, so that
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Thus if A is realized by g: LF ~ LR, then Theorem 3.8 yields the
sequence
j... ~ hn(X) ® R~ hn(X) ® F~ hn(X; G)~(3.10) hn+1 (X) ® R~ hn+1 (X) ® F ~ ...
Proof. We may invoke the basis theorem for finitely-generated
abelian groups to suppose
and g maps S: to itself with degree di , i= 1, ... , cr. It is thus sufficient to
prove Lemma 3.11 if R = 3, F = 3, and A is multiplication by d:» O. In
this case hn(X; R)=hn(X; F)=hn(X) and the lemma follows from the
well-known additive property of a cohomology theory:
(3.12)
For (3.12) shows that, in the special case cited, g*: hn(X) ~ hn(X) is
multiplication by d.
From (3.10) and Lemma 3.11 we infer
Theorem 3.13 (Universal Coefficient Theorem for finitely-generated
coefficient groups) There is a short exact sequence (natural in X),
(3.14)
which is natural on the category of 2-torsion-free finitely-generated abelian
groups.
Notice that the sequence (3.14) exists and is exact even if G has 2-torsion.
We cannot claim naturality in that case since we do not even claim that
hn(X; G) is functorial in G. However we may establish a weakened, but
important, type of naturality for (3.14) when G has 2-torsion. For suppose
given rp: G1 ~ G2• We may present G1 and G2 and obtain a commutative
diagram
(3.15)
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We realize the left-hand square in (3.15) by a (homotopy-commutative)
square
u r: u~ MR1
(3.16) t IVI U
MP2 g~ un,
where ElI:lG=LG. Then we may obtain from (3.16) a map of the cofibre
of g2 to the cofibre of gl, that is, of LG2 to LG 1 so that the diagram
(3.17)
homotopy commutes and an easy argument shows that w induces fTJ:
G1 -+ G2• The diagram (3.17) leads to a map of sequence (3.10) for G1
to sequence (3.10) for O2 and hence to a commutative diagram
(3.1H)
o-+ hn(X) (8) G1 -+ hn(X; G1) -+ Tor (hn+1(X), G1) -+ 0
I11 &; fTJ 1W 410 1Tor (1, fTJ)
0-+ htl(X) (8) O2 -+ hn(X; G2 ) -+ Tor th»H(X), G2 ) -+ 0
Of course, if Gl, G2 arc free of 2-torsion then w # may be written fTJ#
and we have exhibited the functoriality of (3.14) on the category of
2-torsion-free finitely-generated abelian groups. In any case , we may
describe our conclusion (namely, that (3.18) commutes) as asserting that
(3.14) is always quasi-natural in G, and that therefore hn(X;G) is de-
termined by G up to quasi-natural isomorphism.
Re m ark We asserted in section 2 that the universal coefficient
theorem (2.2) may be proved along very similar lines to Theorem 3.13.
However, the reader may have the impression that we have used (2.2)
in this section at least to the extent that it implies that a in (2.7) is onto.
That there is no need to invoke (2.2) for this purpose is clear from (3.17)
above where we obtained w inducing rp with no reference to (2.2). In
fact, as the reader will readily satisfy himself, all the main conclusions
of this section translate easily from cohomology to homotopy; if we
define
(3.19)
then we get a universal coefficient theorem generalizing (2.2), and we
get analogues of Theorem :1.8 and (3.18). In particular we again get
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functoriality on the category of 2-torsion-free finit ely-generated abelian
groups.
Finally, we point out that, just as (3.4) puts coefficients into a cohomo-
logy theory h, so we may put coefficients into a natural transformation
r : h ---+ h' of cohomology theories. We simply define .G: h( ; G) ---+ h'( ; G)
by .G(X) = .(X 1\ LG) . Given f: LG' ---+ LG inducing tp : G ---+ G' and f#:
h( ; G) ---+ h( ; G'), f#: h'( ; G) ---+ h'( ; G'), we evidently have commu-
tativity of natural transformations
h( ; G)~ h'( ; G)
(3.20) 1f# 1f#
h(
TG ,; G')- h'( ; G');
moreover, we may write rp# for f# in (3.20) if rp is in the category of 2-
torsion-free finitely-generated abelian groups.
We will not carry out this extension of ideas, from cohomology theories
to natural transformations of cohomology theories, explicitly in the sequel.
Suffice it to say now that such an extension may, in all cases, be effected
quite automatically and (3.20), or its analogues, will always be assured.
4. 2-ToRSION-FREE GROUPS AS COEFFICIENTS
Let @h be the category of 2-torsion-free abelian groups and let @o C @l
be the subcategory of finitely-generated groups. We described in section 2
a functor F h from @o to the category Sf of cohomology theories and natural
transformations of theories, where h is itself a cohomology theory. Since
h will remain fixed throughout the discussion we will write F for F h and
our object in this section is to extend F to @l so that Theorem 3.8 and
Theorem 3.13 continue to hold.
We base ourselves on the results of [8], particularly Theorem 3.18 of
that paper. Thus we exploit the fact that 1%1 is precisely the image of
the class of objects of the category of direct systems @~ under the direct
limit functor,
(4.1)
We note that hypothesis 3.1 of [8] is certainly satisfied, since @o is closed
under (finite) direct sums and subgroups, so that a basis exists for applying
Theorem 3.18 of [8].
It remains to establish the remaining hypothesis of that theorem. Thi s
is done in Theorems 4.2 and 4.4.
The 0 rem 4.2 The category of cohomoloqs] theories and natural transfor-
mations is cocomplete.
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Proof. Let A be a directed set and let h", iX E A, be a cohomology
theory. Further if iX <:tx", let T",,'; h; --0>- h", be a natural transformation
such that
(4.3)
For each X, set h(X)= lim h,,(X); and for each I: X --0>- Y, set h(f)=
~ lim h,,(f), so that --;'"
h(f): h( Y) --0>- h(X).
It is then plain that h is a contravariant functor to graded abelian groups;
it is plainly homotopy invariant and (with the obvious definition of sus-
pension) suspension invariant. Finally it satisfies the exactness axioms
because the direct limit of exact sequences is exact. Moreover, since
natural transformations of theories commute, by definition, with sus-
pension, the direct limit of a system of natural transformations of theories
is again a natural transformation of theories.
Theorem 4.4 Let f/J be a morphism 01 @g such that lim f/J is an
isomorphism (in @l). Then lim FS(f/J) is a natural equivalence 01 cohomology
theories. -,..
Proof. We first explain the theorem. An object of @g is a pair (A; G.)
where A is a directed set and G. = {G,,; I,,(JI.'} is a direct system of @o-groups
over A. A morphism f/J:(A;G.)--o>-(B;H.) in @g is a pair
f/J=(g; tp.)
where (}: A --0>- B is monotonic and cofinal, and tp. associates with each
ex E A a homomorphism tp«: G" --0>- HQ«(JI.) such that, for IX<:iX', the diagram
(4.5)
G"
facx' G",-)-
tp" I tp",
t t
IIQ( ,, ) -- - -)- Hel"'l
gel"l,e<"'l
(H. = {Hp; gpp'})
commutes, Then if lim (A; G,) ~G, lim (B; H.) = H, lim f/J is a well-defined
-+ -+ -..
homomorphism tp: G --0>- H, given by l)
1) We use [g,,] for the element of G represented by g.. EG",.
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Given any functor F: @o --+[, the functor FS: @~ --+ [S is given by
FS(A; G.)=(A; F(G.)),
=(e;F(cp.))
Next note that if f/J: (A; G.) --+ (B; H.), then we may define an object
(A; H.) of @~ by
and f/J induces f/J1:(A;G.)--+(A;H.), where f/J1=(1;cp.) if f/J=(e;cp.).
Moreover,
(4.6) lim (A; H.) = lim (B; H.), lim f/J1 = lim f/J, lim FS(f/J1)= lim FS(f/J).
-+ -+ -+ -----+ ~ -+
Thus, for the remainder of the proof we may suppose B=A, e= 1, and
we may suppress A from the notation.
Given a OW-complex X, set
En(X; G.) = lim hn(X; G,,).
-"Thus
En( ; G.) = lim Fn(a,,).
-a:
By Theorem 3.13 we have the commutative diagram, with exact rows,
o --+ hn(X) Q9 GIX --+ hn(X; GIX) --+ Tor (hn+l(X), GIX) --+ 0
(4.7) 11Q9cpIXllcpIX# = 1hn(X; CPIX) 1Tor (1, CPIX)
0--+ hn(X) Q9 H IX --+ hn(X; H IX) --+ Tor (hn+l(X), H IX) --+ 0
We may now pass to the direct limit from (4.7). Since the direct limit
preserves exactness and since the tensor product and Tor commute with
direct limits, we obtain the diagram
0--+ hn(X) Q9 G --+ En(X; G.) --+ Tor (hn+1(X), G) --+ 0
(4.8) 11®CP 1En(f/J) 1Tor (1, cp)
0--+ hn(X) '8' H --+ En(X; H.) --+ Tor (hn+l(X), H) --+ 0
where the middle vertical arrow is the nth component of lim FS(f/J). It
-
..
follows immediately from (4.8) that En(f/J) is an isomorphism if cp is an
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isomorphism. Thus E((/)) = lim FS((/)) is an equivalence of cohomology
----+
O'
theories if rp = lim (/) is an isomorphism, so Theorem 4.4 is proved.
----+
O'
We now apply Theorem 3.18 of [8]. That theorem yields a tmique
functor F1 : Qh -+ Sf extending F, such that
(4.9) F 1lim = lim FS: &~ -+ Sf.
-+ -+
In fact, F1 is given by
(4.10) F 1(G)(X)=E(X; G.)= limh(X; GO')
--+
O'
for any direct system (A; G.) with direct limit G; and if rp: G -+ H, then
(4.11) F 1(rp)(X) = lim rpO'#' rpO'#: h(X; GO') -+ h(X; H",)
----+
O'
for any morphism rp. of direct systems with direct limit 1) rp. Thus, if we
write, as we clearly intend,
h(X; G)=F1(G)(X),
then h( ; G) is a cohomology theory, naturel in G, and (4.8) precisely
asserts
Theorem 4.12 (Universal Ooefficient Theorem for 2-torsion-free coef-
ficient groups). There is a natural short exact sequence
(4.13)
on the category Qh of 2-torsion-free abelian groups.
We next prove the analogue of Theorem 3.8. We suppose given
(4.14) ml mil°-+ G' .i.; G .z.; G" -+ 0,
a short exact sequence in &1. Writing rp~ for hn ( ; rp'), etc., we claim
Theorem 4.15 There is a natural exact sequence
1) We assert here, as shown in [8], that given qJ:G-+H, there exist {GO'}, {H",},
tp.: {GO'} -+ {H",} such that lim qJ.=qJ. We do not, of course, assert that {GO'} and
-+
{HO'} may be chosen arbitrarily subject to lim {GO'}=G, lim {H",}=H.
-+ ......
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Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 3.8 and the fact that
direct limits preserve exactness, once we have extablished the following
(probably well-known) lemma.
Lemma 4.16 Given (4.14) there exists a directed set A and a short
exact sequence of direct systems of @0-group8 over A,
(G:) 9'~ (G..) '1':' (G~)
whose direct limit is (4.14).
Proof. Let ") (G.)={Ga ; fap} be a direct system of @o-groups over A
whose direct limit is G. Let ().. : Ga --+ G be the map to the direct limit so
that 0a = ()pf..p, IX <; {J. Construct, for eaeh IX E A,
G~-- 0:-- ->- G'
rQ?: 'I
0..
1Q?'
(4.17) G..---- -..G
I " iQ?"i Q?..
G: ------+G"
0:
where the top square is a pull-back and G~ is the image of Q?"Oa- Then G~,
as a subgroup of G"" belongs to @o, while G~, as a quotient group of G""
is finitely-generated, and, as a subgroup of (l", is 2-torsion-free, so that
G" also belongs to &0.
We claim that the left-hand column of (4.17) is short exact. For Q?:Q?: = 0
since O~ is monic. Conversely, let Ip:(x) = 0, x E a". Then Q?"()",(x) = 0, so
O",(x)=Q?'(y), Y E G', and, the top square heing a pull-hack, there exists
Z E G~ with Q?:(z) = x.
Now let IX<;{J. The square
commutes since 0pf..p= 0... Thus there is a unique f~p: G.. --+Gp such that
Opf~p=():, Q?pf~p=f"'PQ?:' It is easy to see that (G'.)={G:;f~p} is a direct
system over A and Q?'.: (G'.) --+ (G.) is then a morphism of direct systems.
1) Since we are only concerned with one indexing set A, we can afford to usefJ
here for an element of A.
.'I.
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The exactness of the lefthand column of (4.17), for all lX E A, yields, for
lX <(3, a unique j:p: G~ -+ Gp such that f:prp~ =rppf",p, and it is easy to see
that (G".)= {G~; f:p} is a direct system over A, so that ip",: (G.) -+ (Gil.)
. hi f d' d h (J"f" (J"IS a morp Ism 0 irect systems, an t at fJ ",p = ",.
It only remains to show that 1) lim (G'.)=G', lim (G".) _=G". As 110 the
---->- ---->-
first relation, let g' E G'. Then rp'(g') = (J",(g",) for some lX EA, gOl E G",. But
then g' = O~(g:) for some g~ E:G:. Suppose now that g: E G~ and O:(g:) = O.
Then OOlrp:(g~)~ 0 so that faflrp~(g:)= 0 for some (3 > lX . But then rp;J/~fJ(g~)= 0,
so that f~p(g~)=O and we have proved that lim (G'.)=G'.
-+
Finally we show that lim (G".) = G". Let g" E Gil. Then g" = tp"(g)=
..
=rp"OOl(gOl) = e:Ip~(g",), for some g EO G, IX E A, gOl E G",. Because each e: is
monic, this is sufficient to prove our claim. Thus the lemma is proved
and, with it, Theorem 4.15.
Our last result in this connection is the extension of (4.9) to the whole
of Gh. Precisely we prove
Theorem 4.18 The functor F1 : Qh -+ Sf is cocontinuous ; that is, if
(A; G.) is a direct system of &l-groups over the directed set A with direct
limit G, then
h( ; G)= lim h( ; Ga ) .
--~
a
Proof. Let 0",: Go. -+ G map GOl to the direct limit G. Then (0.) is a
morphism of (G.) to the constant system (G) and (0.) induces the identity
in the limit. We now apply Theorem 4.12, using, as in the proof of
Theorem 4.4-, the fact that tensor product and Tor commute with direct
limits. We obtain the commutative diagram, with exact rows,
o -+ hn(X) ® G -+ lim hn(X; GOl ) -+ Tor (hn t1 (X), G) -+ 0
-+
i
hn(X; G) -+ Tor (hn+1 (X), G) -+ O.
Thus the theorem is proved.
(To be continued)
1) More procisely, lim {G:, f~p}=(G', 0:), lim {G~, f:,}=(G", Op}'
--+ --+
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